
Year 5:   Autumn  1 

Link 1:  know how to use basic map skills to read a variety of maps 

Share read about the UK 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of 

cloud, precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge: locate islands in the British Isles, cities and seas and rivers 

Revise where main rivers are in the UK 

Revise where the main cities and islands of the UK are located 

Follow https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/subject-knowledge-animation-map-skills/ 

Look at different features on maps: 

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/map-skills/map-skills-map-skills-year-five/ 

 

Link 2:  know what the prime meridian is 

Share read about the UK 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of 

cloud, precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge: locate islands in the British Isles, cities and seas and rivers 

Revise where main rivers are in the UK 

Revise where the main cities and islands of the UK are located 

Learn about the prime meridian.  

Look at countries when it is a set time in the UK e.g. 2pm and what the light/day is like at the same time. 

Understand that time changes based on Greenwich e.g. British summer time.  

Look at line of longitude to understand that other countries on the same longitude as Greenwich have the same 

time zone.  

Write a memoir/travel journal  

 

Link  3:  know the geographical picture of the UK 

Share read about the UK 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of 

cloud, precipitation and wind/  

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/subject-knowledge-animation-map-skills/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/map-skills/map-skills-map-skills-year-five/


Weekly challenge: locate islands in the British Isles, cities and seas and rivers 

Revise where main rivers are in the UK. Revise where the main cities and islands of the UK are located. Revise the 

prime meridian.  

Follow https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/the-united-kingdom/ ‘UK, building a picture’ 

 

Link  4:  know how to use and interpret scale 

Share read about the UK 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of 

cloud, precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge: locate islands in the British Isles, cities and seas and rivers 

Revise where main rivers are in the UK. Revise where the main cities and islands of the UK are located. Revise the 

prime meridian.  

Follow https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/the-united-kingdom/ ‘Scaling geographical heights’ 

 

Link  5:  know how different counties are famous for producing famous products 

Share read about the UK 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of 

cloud, precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge: locate islands in the British Isles, cities and seas and rivers 

Revise where main rivers are in the UK. Revise where the main cities and islands of the UK are located. Revise the 

prime meridian.  

Follow https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/the-united-kingdom/ ‘Counties and products’ 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know how to compare and contrast cities in the UK 

Share read about the UK 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of 

cloud, precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge: locate islands in the British Isles, cities and seas and rivers 

Revise where main rivers are in the UK. Revise where the main cities and islands of the UK are located. Revise the 

prime meridian.  

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/the-united-kingdom/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/the-united-kingdom/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/the-united-kingdom/


Follow https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/the-united-kingdom/ ‘Football cities and B and B, cities of 

contrast’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/the-united-kingdom/


Year 5:   Autumn  2 

Link 1:  know how to locate Brazil 

Share read about Brazil 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of 

cloud, precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge: locate countries, seas and oceans on a map of South America 

Follow https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/brazil/   

Learn about how to locate Brazil and about some of its physical geography features. 

 

 

Link 2:  know about the Brazilian climate 

Share read about Brazil 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of 

cloud, precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge: locate countries, seas and oceans on a map of South America 

Revise southern hemispheres and lines of Capricorn and equator. 

Follow https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/brazil/  ‘Brazilian Climate’ 

Revise what the climate of Australia was like – is it similar?  

 

Link 3:  know what urbanisation means 

Share read about Brazil 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of 

cloud, precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge: locate countries, seas and oceans on a map of South America 

Revise southern hemispheres and lines of Capricorn and equator. 

Learn the term urban and rural and know what they mean.  

Follow https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/brazil/  ‘Urbanisation’ 

Revise what the urban area of Hong Kong was like. Why is it different?  

 

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/brazil/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/brazil/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/brazil/


Link 4:  know how rich and poor people live in Brazil 

Share read about Brazil 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of 

cloud, precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge: locate countries, seas and oceans on a map of South America 

Revise southern hemispheres and lines of Capricorn and equator. 

Follow https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/brazil/  ‘A city of two halves’ 

Is this divide between rich and poor different to other places? 

 

Link 5:  know the characteristics of a rain forest 

Share read about Brazil 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of 

cloud, precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge: locate countries, seas and oceans on a map of South America 

Revise southern hemispheres and lines of Capricorn and equator. 

Learn what a rain forest is and its features. Learn what indigenous means.  

Follow https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/brazil/  ‘Indigenous people of the Amazon rain forest’ 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know what life is like in Brazil 

Share read about Brazil 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of 

cloud, precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge: locate countries, seas and oceans on a map of South America 

Revise southern hemispheres and lines of Capricorn and equator. 

Revise what a rain forest is and its features and what indigenous means.  

Follow https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/brazil/  ‘life in Brazil’ 

 

 

 

 

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/brazil/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/brazil/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/brazil/


Year 5:   Spring  1 

Link 1:  know how to locate Mexico 

Share read about Mexico 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of 

cloud, precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge: locate countries, seas and oceans on a map of South America 

Watch video clips to show range of life and geography in Mexico.  

Use 4 figure coordinates, 8 point compass and latitude and longitude lines to answer questions.  

Write a brief profile of Mexico.  

 

Link 2:  know some of the problems faced by Mexico City 

Share read about Mexico 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of 

cloud, precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge: locate countries, seas and oceans on a map of South America 

Watch video clips to show range of life and geography in Mexico.  

Compare similarities and differences between Mexico City and Sheffield.  

Identify and then debunk generalisations ie Mexico is poor, it is dry, it is flat and full of deserts.  

Look at the problems that Mexico City faces in terms of its Geology - It is built on an ancient lake bed which means 

that every time they have earthquakes, they are deadly and the grainy soils underlying the city cause ‘rolling’ 

seismic waves and liquefaction – quite different to a ‘normal’ rock earthquake.  

Hundreds of thousands have died in Mexico City over the centuries. Show that Mexico now has buildings like the 

Torre Mayor https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Torre_Mayor  which is a ‘green’ building environmentally, but can also 

withstand an 8.5 earthquake due to its abundance of mass dampers! 

 

Link 3:  know what a plateau, plain and Sierra Madre is 

Share read about Mexico 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of 

cloud, precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge: locate countries, seas and oceans on a map of South America 

Watch video clips to show range of life and geography in Mexico.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Torre_Mayor


Learn about valleys, plateaus, Sierra Madre; plains.  

Map where the plains, basins, plateaus etc are.  

Watch clips and observe photos and identify key features of plateaus and the impact on living things.  

Write an answer to the question: is Mexico dry? 

 

Link 4:  know the feature of the Yucatan 

Share read about Mexico 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of 

cloud, precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge: locate countries, seas and oceans on a map of South America 

Watch video clips to show range of life and geography in Mexico.  

Learn some key geographical terms such as peninsula; gulf etc.  

Learn about the Yucatan Peninsula. Identify using coordinates and compass points, peninsulas, cove, isthmus, gulf, 

ranges of mountains.  

Learn about Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl. Learn about seismic/volcanic activity. Write a brochure description of 

the two volcanoes. https://www.3dgeography.co.uk/geography-models   

Using a map, write about a route across Mexico and geographical features found/seen. 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know what life is like in Mexico 

Share read about Mexico 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of 

cloud, precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge: locate countries, seas and oceans on a map of South America 

Watch video clips to show range of life and geography in Mexico.  

Revise the geographical terms. 

Learn what it is like to live in Mexico e.g. language, money, key cities and oceans/seas.  

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.3dgeography.co.uk/geography-models


Year 5:   Spring  2 

Link 1:  know how to locate Peru 

Share read about Peru 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of 

cloud, precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge: locate countries, seas and oceans on a map of South America 

Learn about key political geography e.g. flag, capitals, map, borders with other countries and oceans etc.  

Watch videos and look at photos to show the variety of settlements, peoples, physical geography in Peru.  

Write a memoir/journal entry 

 

Link 2:  know what Machu Pichu is 

Share read about Peru 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of 

cloud, precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge: locate countries, seas and oceans on a map of South America 

Learn about Machu Pichu and understand the idea of lack of oxygen the higher you go and how this effects how 

people live.  

Compare Sheffield with the hills of Machu Pichu.  

Write a comparison between the two places for a newspaper article. 

http://www.cam.ac.uk/research/news/himalayan-powerhouses-how-sherpas-have-evolved-superhuman-energy-

efficiency  gives the idea of how physical height affects humans and how the people of Machu Pichu would have 

lived.  

Write a memoir/journal entry 

 

Link 3:  know what the climate is like in Peru 

Share read about Peru 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of 

cloud, precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge: locate countries, seas and oceans on a map of South America 

Using the climate data and visual images write about the climate in Peru. Look at photos and video clips.  

Learn about how the climate affects how land is used and how people live.  

http://www.cam.ac.uk/research/news/himalayan-powerhouses-how-sherpas-have-evolved-superhuman-energy-efficiency
http://www.cam.ac.uk/research/news/himalayan-powerhouses-how-sherpas-have-evolved-superhuman-energy-efficiency


Write about how climate can have an impact on settlements and on physical geography.  

Understand why plants grow where they do e.g. cacti. Find out where plants, veg, fruit grow and how this helps 

economic trade etc. 

Write a memoir/journal entry. 

 

Link 4:  know what Lima is like 

Share read about Peru 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of 

cloud, precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge: locate countries, seas and oceans on a map of South America 

Ask questions about Lima and then use photos, videos, data, graphs and write up the answers.  

Write a memoir/journal entry 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know what it is like to live in Peru 

Share read about Peru 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of 

cloud, precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge: locate countries, seas and oceans on a map of South America 

Ask questions about Lima and then use photos, videos, data, graphs and write up the answers.  

Learn about trade and industry in Peru.  

Look at maps and learn about how land is used.  

Learn about daily life e.g. where they live, farms, crops, what they eat 

Write about how people in Peru make a living and how trade is improved.  

Write a memoir/journal entry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 5:   Summer  1 

Link 1:  know how to locate the USA 

Share read about the USA. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly challenge: locate the countries in central and North America, some of the states, oceans and seas 

Follow lesson one in https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/united-states-of-america-(usa)/  

Understand where the title USA comes from and the notion that each state is different but united under one flag 

etc.  

Use globes and maps of different scales to pinpoint key features in the USA and then show the image and video clip 

of the same area: The grand Canyon, the Rocky mountains, the Mississippi, the everglades.  

Understand the political geography of the USA ie flag, capital, currency, borders with other countries, seas and 

oceans.   

Write a fact sheet showing the political geography of the USA.   Write a factual account  

Look at how the topography of the USA creates the huge tornados of the Mid West! https://www.ready.gov/kids  

Write a fact sheet showing the political geography of the USA.   Write a factual account  

 

Link 2:  know what a canyon is 

Share read about the USA. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly challenge: locate the countries in central and North America, some of the states, oceans and seas 

Follow lesson two in https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/united-states-of-america-(usa)/  

Learn about canyons and look at images and clips 

Write a fact sheet showing the political geography of the USA.   Write a factual account  

 

Link 3:  know what contours show 

Share read about the USA. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly challenge: locate the countries in central and North America, some of the states, oceans and seas 

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/united-states-of-america-(usa)/
https://www.ready.gov/kids
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/united-states-of-america-(usa)/


Follow lesson two in https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/united-states-of-america-(usa)/  

Understand the concept of contours.  

Look at a map of the grand canyon and the Colorado river and then the equivalent using contours.  

Understand how map makers try to replicate height, depth and steepness using contours.  

https://www.nationalgeographic.org/activity/introduction-to-contour-maps/ 

 Write an explanation to a traveller about what contours mean. Write a factual account 

  

Link 4:  know where the settlements are 

Share read about the USA. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly challenge: locate the countries in central and North America, some of the states, oceans and seas 

Follow lesson three – Where are all the people? in https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/united-states-of-

america-(usa)/  

Revise the concept of contours.  

Use 4 figure coordinates to locate places on maps of the USA in the state of Virginia. 

https://getoutside.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/guides/understanding-map-contour-lines-for-beginners/    

Use contours https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jamestown ,Virginia to explore the area where the Mayflower landed 

and settlers built their houses.  

Write a factual account 

 

Link 5:  know how floods and droughts affects people 

Share read about the USA. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly challenge: locate the countries in central and North America, some of the states, oceans and seas 

Follow lesson four – Floods and drought? in https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/united-states-of-

america-(usa)/  

Revise contours.  http://www.yellowmaps.com/maps/img/US/contour/USA-contour-map-112.jpg   

Locate places in the USA with significant height above sea level and low lying areas with 4 figure coordinates.  

Write a factual account 

 

 

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/united-states-of-america-(usa)/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/activity/introduction-to-contour-maps/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/united-states-of-america-(usa)/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/united-states-of-america-(usa)/
https://getoutside.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/guides/understanding-map-contour-lines-for-beginners/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jamestown
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/united-states-of-america-(usa)/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/united-states-of-america-(usa)/
http://www.yellowmaps.com/maps/img/US/contour/USA-contour-map-112.jpg


Link 6:  know what crops are farmed in the USA 

Share read about the USA. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly challenge: locate the countries in central and North America, some of the states, oceans and seas 

Follow lesson five ‘Food and farming’ https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/united-states-of-america-

(usa)/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 5:        summer 2 

Link 7:  know about New York City 

Share read about the USA. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly challenge: locate the countries in central and North America, some of the states, oceans and seas 

Follow lesson six ‘New York’ https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/united-states-of-america-(usa)/ 

 

Link 8:  know how to use GIS systems 

Share read about the USA. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly challenge: locate the countries in central and North America, some of the states, oceans and seas 

Revise contours.  

Learn what the GIS is. https://www.nationalgeographic.org/media/geographic-information-systems.  

Use 4 figure coordinates to find and locate significant rivers in the uSA e.g. Mississippi; Colorado, Rio Grande. 

From videos, photos, descriptions from people, and from maps, learn about the river.  

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/united-states-of-america-(usa)/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/united-states-of-america-(usa)/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/united-states-of-america-(usa)/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/media/geographic-information-systems


Write a travel report about the Mississippi.  

Write a factual account 

 

 

 

Link 9:  know that maps use different scales  

Share read about the USA. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly challenge: locate the countries in central and North America, some of the states, oceans and seas 

Learn the idea of scale.  

Know that maps are on different scales for different reasons e.g. smaller scales for more precise mapping such as 

streets and roads; larger scales to show more area at the same time e.g. for weather, for contours, for the course of 

a river.  

Using maps of California in different scales, measure, pinpoint places and distances using the scale.  

Draw plans of the classroom to two different scales to show how this will look and compare how it could be used 

and its usefulness. 

Draw plans of the school in its grounds to 2 different scales and compare its usefulness 

 Write a section of an information book describing what they would see on the map  

 

Link 10:  know some geographical features of California and Yorkshire/lancashire 

Share read a section of an information book about California 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Using scale, identify some features of California and features of Yorkshire/Lancashire e.g. 

Cities; 

Rivers; 

Coasts; 

Forests;  

Contours 

Using 4 figure coordinates, compass directions, answer questions about the locations of features of California such 

as Los Angeles, Yellowstone Park, San Diego  

Write a section of an information book about California  



 

 

Link 11:  know the climate of different parts of California  

Share read a section of an information book about California 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Know how to read climate graphs for temperature about California  

Know how to read graphs for rainfall about California  

Write a section of an information book 

 

Link 12:  know how landscape and climate can have an impact on vegetation in an area 

Share read a section of an information book about California 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Know about Cactii and the variety of vegetation in California such as the Redwood trees. Know about xeriscaping in 

California to combat desertification – could compare with places like the Sahel where this is having a devastating 

effect https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c-MYQYKQXhI  

Write a section of an information book about the vegetation in California. 

 

Link 13:  know about the deserts of California 

Share read a section of an information book about California 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Know what a desert is and how they are formed. 

Know about the Mojave desert and the Colorado desert 

http://academickids.com/encyclopedia/index.php/Geography_of_California  

Write a section of an information book about the deserts in California. 

 

Link 14:  know about the national parks of California 

Share read a section of an information book about California 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c-MYQYKQXhI
http://academickids.com/encyclopedia/index.php/Geography_of_California


Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Know what denotes a forest or a wood. 

Know about the features of Yosemite National Park  

http://academickids.com/encyclopedia/index.php/Geography_of_California 

Write a section of an information book about the national forests in California. 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know the geographical features of California 

Share read a section of an information book about California 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Revise the geography of California so far. 

Know the features of an information book 

Create an information book to describe the geographical features of California broken down into different sections 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://academickids.com/encyclopedia/index.php/Geography_of_California


Year 6:   Autumn  1 

Link 1:  know how a river changes form source to the sea 

Share read about rivers 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: name the main rivers in the UK and locally. Name significant rivers in the world e.g. 

Yangtse; Amazon, Nile, Danube, Rhine, Mississipi, Colorado. 

Use GIS systems to identify and track rivers. 

Revise what they already know about rivers. 

Follow, https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/rivers-(1)/  the journey of a river.  

Look at images and video clips of how a river changes as it flows into the sea. Revise terms associated with rivers 

and identify them on maps. 

Learn how to use 6 figure references to identify parts of rivers on maps.  

 

Link 2:  know how rivers flood and what happens to hummans and to animals 

Share read about rivers 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: name the main rivers in the UK and locally. Name significant rivers in the world e.g. 

Yangtse; Amazon, Nile, Danube, Rhine, Mississipi, Colorado. 

Use GIS systems to identify and track rivers. 

Follow, https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/rivers-(1)/  flooding 

Look at images and video clips of rivers flooding. 

Learn how to use 6 figure references to identify parts of rivers on maps.  

 

Link 3:  know how humans try to prevent flooding 

Share read about rivers 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: name the main rivers in the UK and locally. Name significant rivers in the world e.g. 

Yangtse; Amazon, Nile, Danube, Rhine, Mississipi, Colorado. 

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/rivers-(1)/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/rivers-(1)/


Use GIS systems to identify and track rivers. 

Follow, https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/rivers-(1)/  mapping the River Thames 

Look at images and video clips of the Thames barrier but also other flood defences such as those at Henley 

Learn how to use 6 figure references to identify parts of rivers on maps.  

 

Link 4:  know the features of the River Thames 

Share read about rivers 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: name the main rivers in the UK and locally. Name significant rivers in the world e.g. 

Yangtse; Amazon, Nile, Danube, Rhine, Mississipi, Colorado. 

Use GIS systems to identify and track rivers. 

Follow, https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/rivers-(1)/  the River Thames 

Look at images and video clips of how a river changes as it flows into the sea. Revise terms associated with rivers 

and identify them on maps. 

Use 6 figure references and topography to identify parts of rivers on maps.  

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know how waterfalls are created and characteristics of 

waterfalls  

Share read about rivers 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: name the main rivers in the UK and locally. Name significant rivers in the world e.g. 

Yangtse; Amazon, Nile, Danube, Rhine, Mississipi, Colorado. 

Use GIS systems to identify and track rivers. 

Follow, https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/rivers-(1)/  Waterfalls 

Look at images and video clips of waterfalls e.g. High force; Victoria Falls; Niagra.  

Learn how waterfalls are created and some of the features. 

Learn some fun facts about waterfalls.  

Use 6 figure references and topography to identify parts of rivers on maps.  

 

 

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/rivers-(1)/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/rivers-(1)/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/rivers-(1)/


Year 6:   Autumn  2 

Link 1:  know what trade means 

Share read about trade 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: continents, seas, oceans and countries in the world from a blank map 

Understand that some foods are grown in the UK and are then sent into supermarkets for us to buy such as 

vegetables, grains etc. 

Understand that some crops are then processed e.g. sunflowers for oil.  

Follow, https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/global-trade/  How did trade get global? 

Write a reference book section 

 

Link 2:  know what an import and an export is 

Share read about trade 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: continents, seas, oceans and countries in the world from a blank map 

Visit a supermarket and collect evidence about where produce come from. Write about where different foods in the 

supermarket come from.   

Follow, https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/global-trade/  Food and global trade? 

Write a reference book section 

 

Link 3:  know what primary, secondary and tertiary links in the supply chain are 

Share read about trade 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: continents, seas, oceans and countries in the world from a blank map 

Follow, https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/global-trade/  What does the UK export and to where? 

Write a reference book section 

 

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/global-trade/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/global-trade/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/global-trade/


Link 4:  know what Fairtrade means 

Share read about trade 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: continents, seas, oceans and countries in the world from a blank map 

Follow, https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/global-trade/  Fairtrade 

Write a reference book section 

 

Link 5:  know what intensive fishing is 

Share read about trade 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: continents, seas, oceans and countries in the world from a blank map 

Learn about where our fish fingers and fish and chips come from.  

Learn about the fishing industry and consider what happens to people’s lives when there are restrictions to stocks 

but what happens to fish if there is not intensive fishing.  

Look at the effect of trawlers in deep sea areas, demolishing coral and sea bed plants and ecoystems.  

Write a reference book section. 

 

Link 6:  know what intensive farming means 

Share read about trade 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: continents, seas, oceans and countries in the world from a blank map 

Learn about free-range and intensive farming.  

Learn about veganism and vegetarianism. Consider the impact if everyone was vegan or vegetarian.  Vegans and 

vegetarians may give the reasoning for their choice linked to farming in places like the Amazon, where 70% of 

deforestation is attributed to cattle ranching – beef farming 

https://www.onegreenplanet.org/animalsandnature/beef-production-is-killing-the-amazon-rainforest/   

Write a reference book section 

 

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/global-trade/
https://www.onegreenplanet.org/animalsandnature/beef-production-is-killing-the-amazon-rainforest/


Link 7:  know about food miles 

Share read about trade 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: continents, seas, oceans and countries in the world from a blank map 

Learn about where Turkey for Christmas comes from and the other aspects of a Christmas dinner such as pork 

stuffing.  

Learn about how pork is farmed. Consider the impact of intensive farming. 

Consider all of the bi products of pork.  

Learn about how and why farming is important in certain countries such as the UK, Denmark, Germany.  

Write a reference book section 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know what is the highest-value export for different 

countries 

Share read about trade 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: continents, seas, oceans and countries in the world from a blank map 

Follow, https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/global-trade/  Highest-value exports? 

Write a reference book section 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/global-trade/


Year 6:   Spring  1 

Link 1:  know how to use the 16-point compass 

Share read about Kenya 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: identify countries in the commonwealth.  

Use 16 point compass to locate the direction of countries in the commonwealth with each other e.g. New Zealand is 

……   

Research facts about some of the commonwealth countries; what their main exports are; what they trade.  

Consider why some of the country’s exports would have been interesting to the British government.  

Write a fact file about the countries they have researched.  

 

Link 2:  know what Kenya is like 

Share read about Kenya 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: identify countries in the commonwealth. Use 16 point compass to locate the direction 

of countries in the commonwealth with each other e.g. New Zealand is ……   

Revise what they think they know about Kenya. 

Debunk myths by showing images and video clips of Nairobi and other places in Kenya such as Giraffe hotel.  

Consider why some of the country’s exports would have been interesting to the British government.  

Look at some of the physical and human geography of Kenya revising what they have already studied e.g. rivers, 

mountains, canyons, waterfalls.  

Write a fact file about the countries they have researched.  

 

Link 3:  know the origins of the slave trade 

Share read about Kenya 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: identify countries in the commonwealth. Use 16 point compass to locate the direction 

of countries in the commonwealth with each other e.g. New Zealand is ……   



Revise what they learnt about trade and the global economy. 

Learn about the concept of trade and economies.  

Understand that if in a deal one side gets more advantage they are able to exert more influence.  

Learn about the impact of the industrial revolution on the UK and the world in terms of change of land use.  

Learn that Britain raided villages in Africa to take the people to the Caribbean and America as slaves.  

Show clips, maps over time etc to show population growth in the UK. 

Learn about plantations. 

Learn that slaves were thought of as a commodity not as people.  

 

Link 4:  know the impact of trade through the East India company 

Share read about Kenya 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: identify countries in the commonwealth. Use 16 point compass to locate the direction 

of countries in the commonwealth with each other e.g. New Zealand is ……   

Revise what they learnt about trade and the global economy. 

Learn about the impact of trade with India e.g. East India Tea company and how it changed India.  

Look at maps over time to see how tea plantations grew in India.  

Learn about spice road.  

Look at how towns and cities on the spice road grew wealthy because of trade.  

Learn about the impact of trade on wealth and on human geography.   

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know that Britain once had an empire 

Share read about Kenya 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: identify countries in the commonwealth. Use 16 point compass to locate the direction 

of countries in the commonwealth with each other e.g. New Zealand is ……   

Revise what they learnt about trade and the global economy. 

Learn about the impact of trade on wealth and on human geography in the commonwealth countries.   

 



Year 6:   Spring  2 

Link 1:  know how Russia changed from 1900 

Share read about Russia 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: identify countries in Asia.   

Learn about the political geography of Europe in 1900 and 1919.  

What has changed in countries and borders? What countries were there then but are not there now? 

Speculate about what could have happened.  

Superimpose Russia of 1919 over Russia in 1900.  

 

Link 2:  know spme physical geographic features of Russia 

Share read about Russia 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: identify countries in Asia.   

Use 6 figure coordinates, map symbols and 16 point compass to learn about the physical geography of Russia 

including how close it is to the USA but doesn’t appear so on a conventional map.  

Use video clips, photos and maps to understand key features of Russia e.g. Tundra, forests, mountains, Volga River. 

Write about the physical geography of Russia.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dXAmEDFFero  links to Amur Leopards – great visual on Planet Earth.  

Learn about the Taiga forest here: How the animals have adapted to that environment, how Pine trees have 

adapted.  

Compare the nutrient cycle in the Rainforest with the Taiga.  

Look at how our carbon emissions affect the Taiga and what global agreements re in place to protect it 

http://www.un-redd.org/   

Write a journalist report 

 

Link 3:  know how climate change is affecting Russia 

Share read about Russia 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dXAmEDFFero
http://www.un-redd.org/


of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: identify countries in Asia.   

Revise time zones and lines of latitude and longitude.  

Consider climate, tundra, lack of vegetation, lack of food in winter, wide fast flowing rivers.  

Locate points using 6 figure coordinates and 16 point compass directions.   

 https://www.carbonbrief.org/what-is-permafrost-q-a highlights the issues with melting permfrost and why that is 

important not just to Russians but the rest of the world! 

Russian Sakha and Komi Inuit populations are falling, the children could have a look at why this is and what the 

population are doing about keeping their culture, but allowing younger generations to modernise.  

Write a journalist report 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know what it is like to live in different parts of Russia 

Share read about Russia 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: identify countries in Asia.   

Ask questions and research the answers based on extremes in Russia e.g. longest river, highest mountain, largest 

population, coldest temperature etc. http://www.ducksters.com/geography/country/russia.php  

Write up the answers. 

https://friendlylocalguides.com/blog/interesting-facts-about-russian-geography  

Look at maps that show Russia in different ways e.g. population map, vegetation map, industries map. 

https://www.britannica.com/place/Russia  

Learn about the Russian Plains.  

Write a journalist report 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.carbonbrief.org/what-is-permafrost-q-a
http://www.ducksters.com/geography/country/russia.php
https://friendlylocalguides.com/blog/interesting-facts-about-russian-geography
https://www.britannica.com/place/Russia


Year 6:   Summer  1 

Link 1:  know that mountains are often found in ranges 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Share read about hills and mountains.  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: identify and label on maps key hill and mountain ranges e.g. Pennines, Snowdonia, 

Cairngorms.  

Learn about the idea of a range of hills, mountain range. Learn the vocabulary of hills and mountains  

https://walkingclub.org.uk/hills/    

From real photos or videos label features of hills. Write using accurate vocabulary a description of a range of hills. 

Write a recount  

https://www.3dgeography.co.uk/ 

 

Link 2:  know what gradients are 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Share read about hills and mountains.  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: identify and label on maps key hill and mountain ranges e.g. Pennines, Snowdonia, 

Cairngorms.  

Learn about gradient.  

Look at clips, road signs etc of gradient. Look at how they are depicted on maps and plans.  

Learn how gradient is calculated and what it means.  

Look at a hill on an OS map e.g. Mam Tor, look at the gradient, scale, symbols, 6 fig coordinates etc.  

Answer questions about the map using 16 point compass and symbols.  

Describe what they would see if they passed from one point to another.  

Write a recount 

 

Link 3:  know what biomes are 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Share read about hills and mountains.  

https://walkingclub.org.uk/hills/
https://www.3dgeography.co.uk/


Learn about the idea of a biome and a climate. 

Understand that we live in a temperate climate and what that means. 

Revise lines of latitude and the tropic of cancer and how to remember which line this is.  

Identify on a map which countries are affected by the temperate climate region.  

Revise deserts and understand these can be hot or cold.  

Map out some key deserts and research which countries are affected e.g. Sahara, Gobi. Learn how the desert affects 

vegetation, animals and how people live.  

Look at deserts from space, and on different types of map including digital mapping.  

Find out facts about deserts and write a fact file about them. 

 

Link 2:  know what biomes are 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Share read about hills and mountains.  

Learn about the idea of a biome and a climate. 

Understand that we live in a temperate climate and what that means. 

Learn about grasslands and the countries affected by the grassland and how this affects vegetation and the people 

who live there e.g. the Grasslands of Kenya, mid-west America, the plains of the Ukraine.  

Use digital mapping to locate grasslands. 

 Write a fact file about grasslands.  

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know that it is difficult to make a living in mountain ranges 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts 

of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/ Peru/ Mexico/  

Share read about hills and mountains.  

Fieldwork at Mam Tor to observe, measure, record and present the physical features in the local area using a range 

of methods, including sketch maps, plans and graphs, and digital technologies (GIS).  

Learn about how the land is used. Consider what the land may be used for. Consider how people could make money 

in mountain ranges. 

Observe, measure hills and present physical features in the local area using a range of methods, including sketch 

maps, plans and graphs, and digital technologies (GIS).  

Write a recount 


